
WHAT ARE THE AMAZING FEATURES OF SNAPCHAT MOD APK? 

 

Snapchat is one of the most popular social media apps around the world. It provides a very 

unique and fun way to communicate and interact with people and can be downloaded 

through snapchat mod apk. It also has many amazing features which attracts more and 

more users towards it. So if you are also curious to know about its features, then you will find 

it out in this article, so just scroll down and find out all the details about it. 

 

Features of Snapchat 

 

1. Allows the users to chat in a perfect way- so the chatting feature of Snapchat is not 

like any other app and so the snapchat apk is a lot different from any other social 

media platform as the messages and stories on Snapchat disappear after they are 

viewed once. And so this makes the app far more private and safer than any other 

platform. This app als has a feature which is called stories and streaks which allows 

the users to share their everyday activities with their friends by sharing and posting a 

series of videos and photos.  

 

One of the other amazing features of Snapchat is that it allows the users to share live 

videos as well and this can be a very fun way to connect with family and friends who 

are not near & far away. This can also be used to watch various live events like 

concerts etc. 

 

2. Offers a variety of filters- One of the main reasons of popularity & increasing 

downloads of snapchat mod apk is its wide collection of filters and lenses. Users 

really get a variety of filters to choose from, which ranges from funny to amazingly 

good looking, and can be used to make your pictures and videos more fun and 

better. Also like Instagram, there are filters that can add graphics and texts to your 

pictures and some lenses which also allows you to add some special effects such as 

crown etc. 

 

3. Allows the users to enjoy themselves with Friendmoji- Friendmoji is considered to be 

the newest and the coolest way to express yourself on Snapchat. This feature 

basically allows the users to create an emoji of themselves and their friends. To 

create this, users need to select two or more friends in the app and then Snapchat 

creates an emoji of all three of you. This emoji can be used in chat and snap 

messages as well. It is definitely a very fun way to show how close you are to your 

friends and can be sent to show your emotions as well like you can send a dancing 

Friendmoji to your friend if you are at a party or if you are feeling sad, then you can 

send a crying Friendmoji. 

 

4. Offers personalised stories- Another best thing about the snapchat mod apk is that 

it's based on the interests of the users. It recommends many stories to watch based 

on the people that you follow and the topics that you are selectively interested in. 

Also people can watch stories from other Snapchat Communities such as Our Stories 

and Live Stories. ‘Live Stories’ are basically the collections of snaps from people all 

over the world and ‘Our Stories’ are the collection of snaps from all the people that 

are near you. 

https://free-modapk.com/snapchat-mod-apk-latest-version-free-download/


 

Conclusion 

 

Snapchat mod apk is definitely that amazing app which is loved by people of all the age 

groups all around the world. It has many many amazing features as listed above and so if 

you have not tried this app yet, then go right away & download it to have fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


